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Students play a giant game of Twister on 25th Street between Third Avenue and Lexington
Avenue, which was closed for Spring Fling last week. (Photo/ Farah Akbar)

By FARAH AKBAR
Staff Writer
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On a bright and sunny spring day, Baruch students enjoyed the annual Spring Fling celebration outdoors on 25th Street, between
Lexington Avenue and Third Avenue, from
noon to 3 p.m. Many of Baruch’s student clubs
and organizations participated in the festival,
which was sponsored by the Office of Student
Life.
Students enjoyed music, participated in
games and helped themselves to free food. It
also gave Baruch students a chance to socialize

and meet new people. In a time of upcoming
final exams and papers, this was a break well
needed for Baruchians.
“It’s good to have a break and get out and
enjoy the weather,” said Edwin Caban, a sophomore. “It’s nice, there’s a lot to do here.”
Clubs such as the African Students
Association, Hillel, the Prelaw Society, Golden
Key Honor Society, the Muslim Students
Association and the Finance and Economics
Society, each offered information about their
clubs as well as table games and prizes.
See STUDENTS, Page 4

Among many of the amenities that Baruch’s
award winning Vertical Campus has to offer is
a full-service cafeteria. But despite the inviting
exterior, many Baruch students still find reason
to take issue with the overall food service.
“People that come at 7:30 a.m. go to class
hungry because [the cafeteria] doesn’t open
until 8 [a.m.],” said Jasper Wright, a junior.
Renan Ruiz, another student who frequents the
cafeteria said, “The food is alright, but what
they need is good Spanish food.”
Unfortunately, Ruiz is unable to do anything
directly about what he sees as a lack of variety
on the cafeteria’s menu.
Unlike working in the computer lab or any
other Baruch office on campus, the cafeteria
doesn’t employ students because it is a separate
entity from Baruch. It is owned and operated
by Metropolitan Food Services, Inc., and as
such, privately contracts employees. Not only is
Metropolitan responsible for the cafeteria service, but it also operates and maintains the vending machines throughout the building. In addition, the company also runs the coffee shop on
the second floor of the Vertical Campus, and
provides catering services for school functions.
It may seem that Metropolitan has a monopSee STUDENTS, Page 4

CUNY Students Rally Outside City Finals Schedule
Adjusted For
Hall to Save Vallone Scholarship
By AARON SIEGEL
News Editor
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On Friday, in front of numerous CUNY officials, members of the City Council and various
politicians, recipients of the Peter Vallone
scholarship let their voices be heard in response
to possible budget cuts in the New York City
2005 fiscal year budget, which may potentially
pull money out of the scholarship.
Fifty CUNY students stood on the steps of
City Hall and held up banners demanding that
the scholarship remain in place.
The cuts, which New York City Mayor
Michael Bloomberg did not highlight in his
budget address, include $5.5 million from the
Peter Vallone scholarship fund that had provided 57,000 awards to students with a B average
or more in high school, and allows them to
receive up to $1,000 per year as long as they
maintain that average throughout their college
career.
CUNY students were dealt a major blow last
year when tuition was increased from $1,600 to

$2,000 per semester in four-year schools. The
potential cuts totaled approximately $11.7 million and include $5.5 million from the Peter
Vallone scholarship and $5.4 million from the
CUNY Safety Net program.
New York City Council Speaker Gifford
Miller spoke out against the scholarship cuts
despite the city’s budget surplus: “Bad news in
a good-news budget. Bad news for you if you
qualify for the Peter Vallone scholarship will
get a total cut of $12 million impacting the people of New York City and the future.
“Essentially when we say get good grades
then we raise tuition-if you can’t afford forget
you,” said Miller. “Young people work hard
did well in school and succeed. If you get good
grades—do well—we’ll help you.”
He added that 80 percent of CUNY graduates
continue to live in New York 10 years after
graduation, contributing to the economic welfare of the city and state.
“We will not ratify a budget that cuts the Peter
See CUNY, Page 4
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Students hold banners outside City Hall during a May 7 rally to save the Peter Vallone
scholarship from budget cuts. (Photo/ Aaron Siegel)

Jewish Holiday
By JENNIE GETZLER
Staff Writer

Many Jewish students were shocked to find
out that finals had been scheduled to take place
during the Jewish holiday of Shavuot, a holiday
on which it is which it is forbidden to do any
writing or traveling, which would make taking
finals on those days forbidden.
The holiday, which begins at sundown on
May 25 falls right in the middle of finals week,
which begins on May 20.
The reason for the scheduling conflict was
because of an oversight by CUNY, who set a
common calendar for all colleges except
Kingsborough and LaGuardia Community
Colleges that operate on a trimester schedule. In
the common schedule, the college has the final
decision as to which finals they want to schedule on which dates.
When the college became aware of the conflict, the issue was immediately resolved by
rescheduling the finals that had been scheduled
on those days and pushing them off to later
dates. Finals have been extended to Friday,
May 28 when many of the cancelled finals will
take place.
Various centers in the college had to take the
holiday into account and make arrangements
for it. Carl Aylman, director of Student of Life,
had to change the dates for distribution of the
caps and gowns.
“When I was scheduling when we would take
delivery of the 2,300+ caps & gowns and
scheduling distribution dates, I tried to avoid
those days and scheduled distribution on
Monday and Tuesday, May 24 and 25,” Aylman
stated.
The college has also taken into account the
See FINALS, Page 4
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Students Fight Back
Against High Textbook Prices
By TAKENORI KANEDA
Staff Writer
On April 29, from 12:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
a group of students distributed a petition while
taking surveys and handing out information
sheets in the main lobby of the Vertical
Campus. The goal that day was to make Baruch
students aware of expensive textbook prices.
The group of students, who do not have a set
organization name as of yet consist of five
members: Yaejin Kim, an upper junior and corporate communications major; Imran Dada, a
senior and finance major; Winnie Yee, an upper
junior and corporate communications major;
Igor Vaysberg, a junior with an undecided
major; and Jenny Martinez, a junior majoring in
corporate communications.
According to Martinez, the group banded
together in a communications class for a class
project. When selecting a possible topic for the
project, Martinez came up with the idea that
textbooks purchased in the Baruch bookstore
are expensive, with the textbooks often not
being used to its full extent.
“[The] majority of the time all five of us
agreed that you don’t use all of the material in
the textbook,” said Martinez. “If I’m going to
pay $100 for a textbook I expect the professor
to use it.”
Martinez said that the group was irritated not
only by professors who use the textbooks minimally, but by the Baruch bookstore as well.
“We were pissed off that the professor would
not use the book,” said Martinez. “We were
also pissed off that if we get something back
[money] from the bookstore, it would be a
small percentage [of the original price of the
text book] which we all thought was unfair.”
To take action against all of this, the students’
next move was to create a textbook campaign.
Their first step was to distribute fliers and surveys, while asking students to sign a petition.
“The goal was to interview 200 people each,
but we eventually thought that the survey was
not as important as the petition,” said Martinez.
She added that the petition intended to be sent
to the individual or group that oversees pur-

chasing from textbook manufacturers for
Baruch’s bookstore.
The group has also established a website at
http://bookripoff.tripod.com. Under the site’s
links section the group proposes “Alternative
sources and money saving tips for textbooks.”
In it they offer links to sites that allow “Book
swapping just for Baruch students,” and “online
vendors of new and used books.” The group has
also posted tips on how to save money when
buying textbooks.
An opinion piece written by Martinez and previously published in The Ticker is also posted
on the website. The commentary, which is representative of the group’s beliefs says,
“Textbooks are too expensive, publishers
unnecessarily inflate textbooks prices, and the
buy back is too low.”
Martinez also argues that the average amount
of money that students pay per year for textbooks has drastically increased, that the minimal changes in new textbook editions are
unnecessary, and that add-ons to textbooks are
superfluous. Most importantly, she says that
“Professors [sic] get kickbacks [from textbook
companies]” for purchasing new but unnecessary editions of textbooks.
“We are not asking for handouts,” Martinez
said, “but we are looking for better deals on
textbooks.” To find better deals, Martinez
believes that Baruchians do not have to be
“ripped off” by the bookstore. There are other
alternatives such as swapping textbooks with
other students and buying textbooks overseas
or online.
As a future plan Martinez added that she
hoped to organize the “entire student body to
rally together and have a unified student body
boycott and not buy anything from the [Baruch]
bookstore.”
The boycott may be in the future, but for now
Martinez is offering that students sign her petition. “If this is something students feel strongly
about,” Martinez said, students should contact
her by e-mail at JM019251@baruch.cuny.edu
or visit the aforementioned website and sign the
guest book.

Baruch’s Tinker Coedits Article
in Renegade Accounting Journal
Defending Arthur Andersen
BARUCH COLLEGE, NY -- Sometimes an
article in an obscure publication can create a
sensation. That would appear to be the case
with Mary Ashby Morrison’s “Rush to
Judgment: The Lynching of Arthur Andersen &
Co.” Morrison, a former staffer in the now dismantled accounting firm, indicts not only
KPMG, the accountants for the special purpose
entitities (SPEs) that were the vehicles of
Enron’s fraudulent accounting schemes, but
also the SEC and the Justice Department, both
of which, Morrison charges, were complicit in
the decision to scapegoat and destroy Arthur
Andersen.
Morrison presses her case in the journal
Critical Perspectives on Accounting (Vol., 15,
Issue 3, April 2004) in language as lucid as it is
biting, Critical Perspectives is co-edited by
Tony Tinker, professor of accountancy at
Baruch, and he received the original draft of the
article along with a request to pass it along to
legendary accounting critic and professor emeritus Abraham Briloff. One read, and Tinker
wanted to do more than share it with Briloff. He
asked Morrison if he could publish it.
“I think she is saying important things that no
one has yet said,” Tinker remarked in a recent
interview. “It starts an important debate and
will probably generate some necessary media
attention.” He describes the magazine as international in its sources and concerns and very
much an industry gadfly. Now in its 15th year,
Critical Perspectives has a history of challenging the accounting establishment. Briloff is a
case in point: Critical Perspectives is the only
leading accounting journal, says Tinker, that
“still publishes his work.” Briloff, Tinker
reports, was banned from at least one leading
academic journal after critiquing the then Big 8.
He is now partially rehabilitated after his
prophetic pre-Enron writings, says Tinker.
In the article, Morrison recounts how Enron
committed gross fraud using its off-balance
sheet partnerships, Chewco and LJM, fraud
made possible with the help of several major
financial institutions. Neither the SPEs nor the

banks were Andersen audit clients. Morrison
carefully documents how Andersen accountants
were repeatedly frustrated and deceived in their
attempts to gather reliable and objective information about the structure and operations of the
SPEs. In the end, she concludes that Andersen
was itself defrauded, along with Enron shareholders.
The Justice Department’s decision, in March
2002, to indict Andersen on obstruction of justice charges delivered the coup de grace to the
once esteemed firm. The indictment charged
Andersen with destroying documents vital to
the Enron investigation. But, according to
Morrison, at no time, before or after receiving a
government subpoena, did Andersen destroy
any of its meticulous audit work papers. The
so-called documents, she contends, were nothing more than “duplicate memos, old magazines, and requests for charitable contributions,” the sort of routine scrap paper that is
everywhere consigned to paper shredders.
The destruction of Andersen, Morrison
argues, served multiple purposes. It provided
an incensed public with a scapegoat, and it conveniently took the spotlight off the financial
institutions without whose assistance and
“investments” the Enron fraud would not have
been possible. Rival accounting firms also benefited from the decision to “push Andersen off
the bridge,” by subsequently acquiring most of
Andersen’s clients. Indeed, Morrison is unwilling to give anyone involved in the case a free
pass. “Individuals in all three branches of our
government acted to subvert her rule of law,”
she contends.
A preface to Morrison’s paper by Brendan T.
O’Connell suggests that her study of the
Enron/Arthur Andersen case “casts doubt on
key aspects of the audit function itself,” predicated as it is on honest, objective and reliable
responses to auditors’ queries. A special issue
of Critical Perspectives in Accounting, entitled
Enron.con is forthcoming in July and will
examine the Enron case in fuller detail.

Baruch is One Step Closer
to Finding New President
By AARON SIEGEL
News Editor
After five months of searching, a decision has
been made on the four candidates to take over
the presidency of Baruch College, effective
possibly as early as July 2004.
The search began when Baruch College
President Ned Regan resigned on January 27
search committee was created to find a suitable
successor to suit the needs of Baruch.
After a nationwide search, the following four
candidates were chosen: Robert J. Reinstein,
Vice President, & Dean and Professor of Law at
Temple University at the James E. Beasley
school of Law, Dr. Kathleen Waldron Dean,
School of Business, Public Administration and
Information Sciences at the Long Island
University Brooklyn Campus, Dr. Astrid
Merget, Dean & Professor, School of Public
and Environmental A ffairs at Indiana
University—Bloomington, and Dr. Steven
Spinelli Jr., Director, Arthur M. Blank Center
for Entrepreneurship at Babson College.
Each candidate will visit Baruch to tour the
campus and answer questions from the search
committee and then an open forum as well. The
candidates will be questioned on May 17,18, 19
and 24 by the Presidential Search Committee
and questioning will be opened to the public
later in the day.
Below are the biographies of the candidates
listed above:
Reinstein is dean of Temple Law School and
a vice president of the University. He has been
a member of the Temple Law faculty since
1969 and received the George P. Williams
Award for Excellence in Teaching in 1975.
He served as Temple University Counsel for
seven years and was responsible for all litigation involving the University. While on leave
from Temple from 1977 through 1980 he
worked at the United States Department of
Justice in the Civil Rights Division. He was
Senior Attorney in the Appellate Section for the
first two years and Chief of the General
Litigation Section for the latter. From 1970 to
1977, Professor Reinstein was Consulting
Attorney to the NAACP Social Contribution
Fund. He tried numerous civil rights cases
including several major class action employment discrimination suits.
Waldron, prior to becoming dean of
LIU/Brooklyn School of Business in September
1998, was vice president and head of strategic
planning for Citibanks Global Private Bank, a
$1.1 billion revenue business with offices in 32
countries. In that capacity, she created the
Private Bank University for the professional
development of 4,000 employees. She is a specialist in the Latin American financial markets,
with her interest in this area of the world stemming from her position in academia 17 years
ago as an assistant professor of Latin American
history at Bowdoin College. After completing a
Fulbright professorship in Venezuela at the
Universidad Catolica Andres Bello in the early

eighties, she left the academic world to enter
the banking field. Never straying from her
interest in Latin America, Waldron started out
as an assistant vice president at Chemical Bank,
in charge of a $350 million Argentine portfolio.
In 1984, she began her 14-year career at
Citibank, holding the positions of vice president
of Latin American Credit and president of
Citibank International before accepting her
most recent position there. Throughout her
banking career, Waldron maintained her scholarly activities. She contributed a chapter, entitled The Sinners and the Bishop in Colonial
Venezuela, in Sexuality and Marriage in
Colonial Latin America (University of
Nebraska Press, 1989); delivered a paper,
International Education and U.S. Corporations,
at the annual meeting of the American Council
on Education (spring 1997); and gave a talk at
New York University on Keeping Yourself
Marketable in the Next Century (spring 1998).
She is on the steering committee of the Metro
NYC American Council on Education, a member of the board of Accion International, and
formerly served on the boards of the Fulbright
Association and Shands Hospital (Florida). She
received a BA from SUNY-Stony Brook; MA,
PhD, Indiana U and a Certificate in Business
from NYU.
Merget has served as associate dean of the
Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public
Affairs at Syracuse University and chair of its
Department of Public Administration. Merget
earned her baccalaureate degree from Mount
Holyoke College and her Master of Public
Affairs degree and doctorate from the Maxwell
School of Citizenship and Public Affairs at
Syracuse. She has held faculty appointments at
Ohio State, George Washington and Columbia
universities and the University of Southern
California.
She has served in high-level advisory roles in
the federal government as well. While on a
year’s leave from her academic responsibilities
in 1994, Merget served as senior adviser to the
U.S. Secretary of Health and Human Services.
That marked a return to Washington, D.C., for
Merget. She served as a special assistant to the
assistant secretary for policy development and
research at the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development in 1977.
Dr. Stephen Spinelli Jr, was a founder of Jiffy
Lube International, Inc., a national franchise,
and founder, chairman, and CEO of America
Oil Change Corporation. His current research
interests focus on the wealth-creating potential
of entrepreneurial alliances. Professor Spinelli
is a consultant to national and regional companies. He serves as a member of the Board of
Directors of a number of companies. He is a fellow of the Price-Babson College Fellows
Program. He holds a B.A., Western Maryland
College, an M.B.A., Babson Graduate School
of Business and Ph.D., University of London.
The Profiles were compiled from the Temple
University, LIU-Brooklyn, University of
Indiana-Bloomington and Babson College.

Finals Schedule Adjusted for
Jewish Holiday
Continued from front
holiday when scheduling the annual student
awards ceremony. While the ceremony usually
takes place prior to commencement this year,
commencement falls on the day after Memorial
Day. Since Wednesday and Thursday are the
dates of the Jewish Holiday and they are prior
to Memorial Day weekend, the college does not
want to hold a ceremony on Friday before a
three day Memorial Day weekend. As a result,
the awards ceremony will be held in the afternoon, after the morning commencement on
June 1.
Many students welcomed the change in the
final schedule because of the extra study time
that it would provide them with.

“I think it is good that finals were moved,
because we need to accommodate all students
and this way we have more time to study,” said
Aleksandra Royzen, a junior at Baruch.
Some students, however, have not been as
welcoming to the changes. Students became
upset when faced with a compressed final exam
schedule with some exams, like Law 1101
evening rescheduled for 8:15 p.m. to 10:15 pm
on Monday, May 24.
In order to prevent this confusion from occurring in the future, next year’s calendar has
already been checked for the dates of the holiday. Commencement 2005 will be Wednesday,
June 1, 2005 and finals will be held during the
last week and a half in May.
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On May 3, 2004 the Undergraduate Student
Government held, its thirteenth meeting of the
semester.
President’s Report
President Adrian Lovell announced that on
May 17, 18, 20 and 24, the four candidates for
the position of Baruch College president will
visit the school and take questions from various
panels. The questioning will be open to everyone from 3:30 p.m. until 5 p.m. on each of
those days. The candidates’ names will be
announced later in the week.
Vice President’s Report
Vice President Muhammed Iqbal announced
that USG will be giving out t-shirts during
Spring Fling.
Treasurer’s Report
Treasurer Anthony Battle passed out copies of
the USG preliminary budget for the 2004-2005
academic year.
Campus Affairs
Upper Senator Keston Barrow announced
that promotional items will be distributed during Spring Fling.
Evening Affairs
Upper Senator Ibrahim Lawal announced that
Career Night will occur throughout the week
[last week] and that each night a representative
from different companies throughout the business world will take résumés.
Finance
Thirty different clubs asked for money. The
following budgets were passed: Baruch
Navigators received $600; COA received $800;
the Model United Nations Club received
$4,900; ALPHA received $4,575; the Asian
Students Exchange received $2,450; the Asian
Students Association received $1,190; Best
Buddies received $3,100; Club Caricom
received $2,330; the Hellenic society received
$950; NYC Hong Kong received $1,170; the
Paintball Club received $1,040; Toastmasters
International received $2,300; Voices of Praise
received $1,040; Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship received $5,200; the Korean
Christian Fellowship received $2,750; the
Chinese Christian Fellowship received $1,440;
Shop of Style received $7,310; Hip Hop 201
received $3,370; AIESEC received $4,395; and
PRIDE and the Hispanic Society each received
$5,840. All other budgets were tabled for the
following meeting
New Business
Associate Director of Student Life Debra
Bick-Dugan announced that 10 students are
needed to represent Baruch College at a rally to
save the Peter Vallone scholarship. The rally
will take place Friday morning at 11:30 a.m. in
front of City Hall.
The following Information was not included in
the report following the April 27 meeting of the
USG.
President’s Report
Lovell spoke to David Garlock, director of
Auxiliary Enterprises, regarding a complaint
made by a student saying that the cafeteria
should accept credit cards. Garlock plans to
work on the matter.
Lovell also addressed a complaint he received

regarding professors scheduling final exams on
days when the classes do not meet. He added
that professors are required to have make-up
dates for their final exams.
Campus Affairs
Barrow announced that on May 14 from 6
p.m. to 10 p.m., a Luau party will take place in
the multipurpose room. On May 18 from 7
p.m. to 10 p.m., the annual awards dinner will
take place in the multipurpose room.

By AARON SIEGEL
News Editor

On Thursday May 6, 2004 the USG held an
emergency meeting.
President’s Report
Members of the government discussed their
feelings on the potential $25 increase in fees to
support the Career Development Center.
Commenting on the fee they added that for
example at Brooklyn College, only $5 of the
$12 collected there will be earmarked for student services. It was also suggested that the
USG could possibly be endowed through the
Baruch College Alumni Association. It was
added that $25 should not only be earmarked
for the CDC. In voting on the $25 fee, the senate motioned to shoot down the increase and it
passed.
Treasurer’s Report
Treasurer Anthony Battle went over the
specifics for the USG budget effective during
the 2004 academic year. The rough figure currently stands at $145,000.
Finance
Lower Senator Liliana Chang announced the
following budgets for the 2004-2005 academic
year: Phi Eta Sigma will receive $1,790;
Golden Key Honour Society will received
$2,930; Theta Phi Gamma will receive $3,525;
Baruch Voiceout will receive $1,500; PRIDE
will receive $4,090; the Hispanic Society will
receive $4,740; LAY receive $3,365; LASO
will receive $4,590; the Caribbean Students
Association will receive $10,120; the West
Indian Cultural club will receive $10,265; the
American Marketing Association will receive
$4,460; the United Chinese Language
Association will receive $5,000; the Vagina
Warriors will receive $2,740; Women in
Business will receive $1,690; the Prelaw
Society will receive $3,160; GALA will receive
$1,710; the Accounting Society will receive
$3,090; and PRSSA will receive $600. Last
year’s budgets totaled $41,000 and next year’s
will total $103,000.
New Business
President Adrian Lovell announced that the
following individuals will be candidates for the
position of president of Baruch College beginning in July 2005: Robert J. Reinstein from
Temple University, Dr. Kathleen Waldron from
Long Island University, Dr. Astrid Merget from
Indiana University at Bloomington and Dr.
Steven Spinelli Jr. of Babson College.

By ZANETA REID
Arts Editor

Corrections
In the article “Commissioner Raymond Kelly
Discusses NYC Security,” that appeared in the
May 3, 2004 issue of The Ticker, the final paragraphs were not printed at the end of the article
due to a printing malfunction. Here are the
final paragraphs of the story in their entirety.
As for the Republican National Convention, the
police will not be closing it, even during the
time that President Bush is there. But there will
be massive security in place. “It’s our goal to
check every train, physically, with dogs and
police officers before it comes into Penn
Station,” he said. “I don’t know where this
notion of closing Penn Station came from.”

“I think we’re well prepared,” he said.
In the May 3, 2004 issue of The Ticker, the following article “Elderly Woman Falls in VC
Revolving Door,” had an inaccurate headline.
In fact the headline should have been stated
“Elderly Woman Falls in Library Building
Revolving Door
In the May 3, 2004 issue of The Ticker,
“Baruch Team Reaches Final Four NYSSA
Competition,” was in fact suppoed to say
“Baruch Team Reaches Final Four in NYSSA
Competition.” The headline that appeared in
the previous issue was incorrect.
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News and Business
Roundup
By PETER KWON
Circulation Manager

Updated May 7, 2004

INTERNATIONAL
Military Abuse of Iraqi Prisoners
Recent criticisms from the Arab world toward
the actions of the U.S.-led coalition force in
Iraq should not be expected to be quelled anytime soon. Major American media outlets,
including the CBS network and The
Washington Post, have publicized images of
Iraqi prisoners succumbing to abuse at the
hands of U.S. soldiers. This has prompted
President Bush to go on Arabic television networks to condemn the misguided actions of the
American military. The Commander-in-Chief
did not issue any immediate formal apologies
upon learning of the atrocities, rather choosing
first to defend the honor of his armed forces
and chalking the latest controversy to mistakes
being made on Iraq’s road to democracy. Many
Arabs feel that this latest embarrassing
American episode in Iraq is no better a situation
than when former dictator Saddam Hussein
was accused of tormenting the locals.

Fool’s Gold Offered by bin Laden
In an attempt to counter the bounty laid on his
head by the U.S., another voice recording proclaiming to be al-Qaida leader Osama bin
Laden promised 10,000 grams of gold for the
deaths of top U.S. and U.N. officials in Iraq. In
particular, the speaker mentioned the top U.S.
official in Iraq, L. Paul Bremer, and U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan. While 10,000
grams of gold may appear highly generous, its
current value of approximately $125,000 falls
far short of the $50 million reward placed on
the capture or death of the at large shadowy terrorist leader.

NATIONAL
Rumsfeld on Hot Seat
With the U.S. military abuse of Iraqi captives
coming to light, there has been a crescendo
from dissident Democrats on Capitol Hill that
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld be
relieved of his duties. The growing consensus
seems to center on Rumsfeld’s lack of compassion for the public’s outcry regarding the
reported abuses. The 21st Secretary of Defense
was scheduled to meet with lawmakers last
Friday in an attempt to apologize for not making information available regarding the abuses
of Iraqi prisoners. It was also expected that
Rumsfeld wanted to make it clear to House and
Senate members that he had no knowledge of
this controversy prior to its public release and
would recommend swift justice against those
involved soldiers who broke a major military
code of conduct. While President Bush has
been steadfast of his support for the former
Navy
pilot,
prominent
Republican
Congressional members have had a tough time
defending Rumsfeld and swallowing the partisan pill regarding this very sensitive issue.

Oregon Lawyer Linked to Madrid
Bombings
The FBI last week arrested Portland attorney
Brandon Mayfield on the charge that the suspected Islam convert was in connection with
the March 11 train bombings terrorist attack in
Madrid, Spain. The prevailing evidence
focused on the lawyer’s fingerprints matching
up with a traceable mark left on a plastic bag
with bomb-related material connected to the
attack that killed approximately 200 people.
Mayfield’s litigation past includes representing
one of the chief defendants of an alleged local
terror cell called the “Portland Seven,” composed of six other members who pleaded guilty
last October of plotting to fight against the
United States in Afghanistan with the Taliban.

CITY
Yellow Taxi Fare Increases
The New York City Taxi and Limousine
Commission announced recently that effective
Monday, May 3, the price to catch a yellow cab
was to increase. The TLC increased the base
fare 50 cents, from $2 to $2.50, while raising
the price 10 cents for every fifth of a mile traveled, from 30 cents to 40. The normal Gotham
taxi rider should now expect to pay about $1.70
more per trip. The new fare structure also
includes a $1 surcharge during the evening rush
hour period of 4 p.m. to 8 p.m., and an increase
in flat fare from Manhattan to Kennedy Airport
from $35 to $45. The TLC’s thought process to
approve the fare hike was in great part to give
taxi drivers a better wage to live on. Yellow
taxi operators could expect to earn an additional $3 to $4 an hour from the price boost, but
will more than likely lose out on riders tipping
less.

BUSINESS
Employment Boost
Last Friday, the United States Department of
Labor reported a second consecutive month of
an increase in jobs as nonfarm payrolls rose by
288,000 in April. March’s rise was corrected
from 308,000 to 337,000. On average, the market experts had expected the economy to add
only 150,000 jobs. The service sector contributed greatly with an addition of 246,000
new positions last month. But the notable turnaround was in manufacturing, reporting a gain
of 30,000 combined for the months of March
and April. Prior to the rise, the manufacturing
sector had reported a decline in employment
for 43 consecutive months. All this has contributed to the current unemployment rate of
5.6% standing at a four-year low. With reports
of wages also increasing during the aforementioned period, one should not be surprised if as
early as June the Federal Reserve recommends
an interest rate hike of a quarter-point from its
present 46-year low of one percent.

ENTERTAINMENT
‘Friends’ Bids Farewell
After an extremely successful 10-year run on
NBC Thursday’s ‘Must See TV’ lineup,
‘Friends’ aired its final original episode last
week. The combination of long lasting appeal
of the six-member cast and a huge following
from the dot.com generation fans will help etch
the comedy sitcom as one of the all-time
favorites in television history. The episode,
aptly titled “The Last One,” was expected to be
watched by over 40 million viewers. A television audience that was to be second best only to
this past year’s Super Bowl telecast of 90 million viewers helped NBC to rake in $2 million
for each 30-second commercial spot from
advertisers. In case one missed the one-hour
finale of ‘Friends,’ it is safe to assume that
finally after ten years, Ross and Rachel do
share a happy ending.

‘Spiderman’ Picked Off Base
Major League Baseball Commissioner Bud
Selig decided last Thursday that the sanctity
and purity of what is left in his sport was not
worth soiling for a superhero, not even
Spiderman. An unprecedented promotional
idea to advertise ads on bases for the upcoming
and expected summer blockbuster ‘Spiderman
2’ was scrapped largely on the outcry of traditional fans. The original plan was to have redand-yellow ads appear on every base but home
plate during games scheduled to be played during the weekend of June 11-13. But the novel
marketing strategy began to lose steam when
the New York Yankees announced they would
not allow their field bases to be altered for actual game play.

Sources: Associated Press, CNBC, CNN, New
York Post, MSNBC News
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CUNY Students Rally City Hall
To Save Scholarship
Continued from front
Vallone scholarships,” said New York City
Council Higher Education Committee Chair
Charles Barron, who led the crowd in a “save
our scholarships” chant upon taking the podium.
“While we understand these are not cuts, the
mayor’s decision not to reinstate the Peter
Vallone scholarship of the safety net money for
community college students deals a blow for
working class young adults,” said Barron.
“Education from K to 16—from lower education to higher education—it is not a right, it is a
necessity.”
“Not 5.5 million and not seven million,”
shouted said Bill Perkins, deputy speaker of
City Council in reference to the $7 million proposed to be cut last year. “This is a landmark
scholarship program. “[It] should be saved first
and foremost for the future. [It should be
restored to] $7 million dollars and not a penny
less.”
“Eight thousand [students] get scholarships
and many will not be able to have an education
without it,” said CUNY Chancellor Matthew
Goldstein.
Lehman College Graduate AJ Tojan-Adjusian
announced that she plans on fighting for the
scholarship whenever possible despite graduating. “I am going to fight until the scholarship is
reinstated forever,” she said.
Michael Arena, director of Media Relations

for CUNY said that, “Students are affected and
it is an important part of our external environment. For council members and leadership, it
is an important matter affecting all of the city
resources.”
“I am a recipient of the Vallone scholarship.
I receive $500 per semester added to the exorbitant tuition,” said Brian Philip, a USG Lower
Senator at Baruch who was among the five students who attended. “Education is stressed
from leaders and they are making it difficult to
succeed.”

Students Satisfied With Spring Fling
Celebration on Bernard Baruch Way
Continued from front
“I think this is a lot of fun,” said Marc
Mohadeb, a junior and a member of Hillel. “It
allows people to socialize to the nth degree.”
In contrast to the entertainment provided during the previous two years, which included a
belly dancer, a contortionist and dancers, this
year’s live entertainment included a rock band
called Ten Feet Deep. “The fact that we have a
live band this year is cool,” said Salina Ali, a
sophomore.
Students lined up to participate in many largescale games which included a simulated bullride that tested how long a person could stay on
the bull, a giant Twister game, an obstacle
course and a bouncy boxing ring. Students also
had the opportunity to get their photos taken
and put in frames, jump in double-dutch jump
ropes and get free T-shirts.
“I think they did a good job,” said Ida

Simonian, a senior. “They should do things like
this more often. It’s a great way to meet people.”
Rap and reggae music being pumped from the
speakers of WBMB Radio and Helpline filled
the air as students waited to get the free food.
Hot dogs, chicken strips and cotton candy were
among the varieties of food offered.
“It’s always study and go to the library, and
study and go to the library for Baruch students,” said Tawsif Chowdhury, a junior. “It’s
nice to see people having fun, although I think
it would have been better if this was done in a
park, it would have been a bigger place.”
“I liked milking the cow,” said Imtiaz
Hossain, a junior, in reference to the cow milking contest, which featured a plastic cow and
fake udders.
“I like the fact that it’s outside and that the
students all get together,” said Ali. “But I miss
the [dancers]!”

NYC Council Speaker Gifford Miller stands
at the podium with CUNY Vice President Jay
Hershenson. (Photo/ Aaron Siegel)

Students Disappointed
with Cafeteria Prices and Selection
Continued from front
oly on food at Baruch, but David Beggins, food
service director at Baruch, disagrees. “We
aren’t the exclusive caterers for school events,
but try to be competitive,” said Beggins.
Sunit Soom, a junior, chooses not to shop at
Baruch, “because it is too expensive,” a sentiment echoed by Wright, who said, “If the stuff
was cheaper, I would buy.” According to
Beggins, Metropolitan was chosen as the food
service provider after a request for a proposal
was sent out, bids taken, and plans assessed.
Partly responsible for the selection was a student-based food committee that conducted the
assessment.
Beggins said he “[chose] not to get into the
financial” aspects of the relationship between
Baruch and Metropolitan, saying it was not any
of the students’ business. Instead, he referred
all related inquiries to David Garlock, head of
purchasing for Baruch. Garlock, however,
could not be reached for comment.
M’Ten Halsey, a junior, suspects that perhaps

Metropolitan isn’t doing so well because he has
seen a decrease in the quality of food. “I used to
shop there but I noticed less food being offered
for the same amount of money.”
Beggins did reveal that the cafeteria suffered
some fiscal woes related to operating hours and
expenses. He recalled that the cafeteria used to
be open later initially, but “after conducting a
six-month [survey], they cut hours after people
stopped coming.” According to Beggins, the
cafeteria was losing money because revenue
was down, yet they were still paying employees
and preparing food. He offered receipts with
hourly totals to support his claim. As a compromise, it was decided that the coffee shop on
the second floor would remain open after the
cafeteria closes at 7:30 p.m.
Despite his complaints, Ruiz said that the
cafeteria’s “food is decently priced…and
Fordham’s [University] cafeteria is crap compared to ours.” Ruiz’s statement raises the
point that when it comes to food, there is
always choice.

Corporate Codes of Conduct for
Multinationals: A Global Perpective
BARUCH COLLEGE, NY -- Baruch College’s
International
Center
for
Corporate
Accountability (ICCA) in conjunction with the
Zicklin Center for Business Ethics Research at
the Wharton School, and the World Bank
Institute jointly present an international conference devoted to Voluntary Codes of Conduct
for Multinational Corporations, May 12-15,
2004, at Baruch College. The conference will
examine the scope and impact of voluntary corporate codes of conduct as well as their legal,
ethical, and bottom-line ramifications for economic development, world poverty, and corporate business strategies.
As multinational corporations increasingly
dominate a global economy, voluntary codes of
conduct have become critical instruments of
accountability for those concerned with the
issues of performance, resource allocation, and
social justice that arise when corporations seek
profits by setting up extensive operations in the
Third World.
This conference will include the perspectives
of all key constituencies and stakeholders in
the intensifying discussions of corporate
responsibility: company managers, NGOs,
shareholders, academic researchers and international human rights advocates. While focusing on ways to extend these codes, participants
will address the many complex issues linked to
creating an effective, quantifiable framework:
monitoring and compliance verification, transparency, legal barriers, resource management,
supply chains, social expectations, corporate
governance, labor standards and free speech.

Executives from major companies including
Citicorp, Shell Oil, The Walt Disney Company,
Mattel,Freeport-McMoRan, Pricewaterhouse
Coopers, Ford Motor Company and Nike, will
detail their individual experiences with voluntary codes of conduct and provide a broad corporate perspectives on the obstacles and the
benefits of developing such safeguards for corporate behavior.
Several conference sessions will be regionally focused, notably on the recent developments
in India, South Africa, and, especially, China,
where the dramatic impact of “outsourcing” in
Guangdong province has made issues of fair
labor standards, workers’ rights, and environmental impact particularly acute.
Conference presenters represent organizations
as diverse as The World Bank; The Center for
Corporate Behavior, Tokyo, Japan; the National
University of Australia; the UN Global
Compact; the Ministry of Labor and Social
Security, China; the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, Washington, D.C.; the
Novartis
Foundation
for
Sustainable
Development, Basel, Switzerland, and a score
of others.
This event has been organized by S. Prakash
Sethi, University Distinguished Professor at the
Zicklin School of Business, Baruch College
and the staff of the ICCA. The entire
Conference takes place at the Vertical Campus,
55 Lexington Ave, 14th floor, New York City.
For more information or to register: (646)
312.2230; e-mail: info@icca.corporateaccountability.org

Students enjoy time in the bouncy boxing ring. (Photo/ Aaron Siegel)

Fee Proposed For Career
Development Center
By AARON SIEGEL
News Editor
On Tuesday evening, March 4, 2004 Patricia
Imbimbo, director of the Career Development
Center, David Gallagher, vice president of
College Advancement and vice president of
student development Sam Johnson approached
the Student overnment to propose a $25 dollar
fee to increase the funding of the cash strapped
Career Development Center.
Imbimbo insisted that student services be
enhanced and more students acquainted with
the Center than the 3,600 that currently make
use of it on a yearly basis.
She also insisted
that an increase in individual services and
resume help be crucial in order to better run the
center that currently is staffed to serve 2,000
students for every one employee. She said that
an increase in four employees and a technician
increase the student to faculty ratio in the center to twelve-hundred to one.
She insisted that the fee be imposed in order
to “get everything you need.” She cited the $12
dollar fee that Brooklyn College currently
imposes for career services.
USG Adrian Lovell responded to the fee proposal by raising concern that another tuition
hike may come about after speaking with
CUNY Chancellor Matthew Goldstein.
Gallagher and Imbimbo insisted that the fee
would be of nominal impact to students and
would be the equivalent of buying two CDs.
“It is the blessing and curse of a public college,” said Gallagher. He gave his full support
to the fee, noting that Baruch has a new build-

ing and yet struggles to fulfill the needs of all
students with the funds that are currently allocated. “The college needs to do a better job
getting public affairs and liberal arts better prepared. The fee will allow us to do that.”
“We cannot afford to cut, “ said Johnson. We
continue to have cuts on the student services
side. The bulk of the services are under funded.”
Johnson added that Career Services are short
and other services are taking hits of a far more
substantial impact.
“When you choose to fund teaching—services
complain,” said Johnson. “Career and staff
services are most in need of public and private
money. The new president [of Baruch College]
will focus on this area.”
Looking ahead to the budget for the 20042005 academic year’s budget, Johnson added
that $13,000 were to be cut from the budget that
stood at $409,000 this year.
“The State and CUNY don’t want to pay for
services,” he said. “Students and the need a lot
of help to be prepared.”
Imbimbo added that recent cutbacks have
taken away the ability and time of the center to
do more business lunches and resume reviews.
The members of the government thanked the
board for the presentation and called for an
emergency USG meeting for the following
Thursday to continue discussion on the implementation of the fee.
He added that increasing Auxiliary enterprises and fundraising are other possibilities to
quell the problem.

Zicklin Drop Will Set Back Top 25 Hopes
By JENNIFER BLECHER
Copy Chief
The Zicklin School of Business M.B.A.
Program’s recent drop from 64 to 87 in the U.S.
News and World Report rankings represents a
serious challenge to a plan laid out last year to
bring the graduate school into the Top 25 by
2010.
The plan was drafted in September of 2003
with the purpose of creating a “Top 25 Task
Force,” which would meet three times a year
for three years to make sure the school meets
this goal. This committee is made up of graduates and friends of the school.
Methods for upping the ranking included hiring 35 new faculty members, reducing student
enrollment over time, and expanded develop-

ment and marketing of the international executive degree programs. The slated cost for the
undertaking was estimated at 20 million dollars.
At the time of the plan’s writing, the Zicklin
School sat at No. 70 in the rankings, and
improved a year later, moving up six spots to
No. 64, but dropped over 20 places this year.
The Top 25 initiative applies only to the Honors
Program, not the entire school.
It is unclear why the school suffered such a
precipitous drop in rankings in one year, or
what measures will be taken ensure Zicklin
bounces back next year.
Chancellor Matthew Goldstein and Baruch
President Ned Regan were unavailable for
comment. The plan’s draft is available on the
CUNY website at www.cuny.edu.
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EDITING
Term papers / doctoral theses edited line-by-line for
proper grammar, clairty, form and relevance to the
assignment. Free consultation. $25 an hour. 212/679-4706.

Romy Franklin
212/679-4706
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Recruiters Give Talk
to Baruch Students
By BORIS ABRAMOV
Contributing Writer
On April 29, Deloitte & Touche, Ernst &
Young, Goldman Sachs, and UBS came to visit
Baruch students. It was an event scheduled as
one of Golden Key’s general meetings, and was
co-sponsored by Sigma Alpha Delta and Chi
Alpha Epsilon (SEEK Honor Society). The
recruiters came to give interview tips, but the
students got much more. Students witnessed
the competitive spirit of the companies that
came to attract the best Baruch students, as
many in the room were nearing graduation.
The recruiters stressed the importance of a
good education and hard work and reiterated
that they liked Baruch students because they
knew they were hard-working individuals that

could be counted on. Aside from giving general interview tips, the representatives of their
respective companies gave insights into their
careers and ideas to students about how to
select their own career paths. Recruiters also
emphasized the importance of learning by asking questions during the internship. They wanted to see students be passionate about something they do. All the recruiters liked to see real
people and those who have interests outside of
school.
The event attracted wide attention as the room
was filled to capacity, and students participated
in a question and answer session with each of
the firms. The event was definitely appreciated
by the students, as the majority of the attendees
were juniors and seniors who are interested in
finding internships or full-time jobs.

Recruiters from Deloitte & Touche speak to Baruch students. (Photo/Boris Abramov)

The Kolpakov Trio Treats
Baruch to Russian Rhythm
By AYESHA AJAZ
Staff Writer
The Kolpakov Trio, led by Sacha Kolpakov,
brought to Engelman Recital Hall a storm of
foot-stomping and hearty clapping last
Thursday, April 29.
The performance of the traditional Romani
(Gypsy) music began more or less on time. It
did not, however, take them too long to involve
the audience in the Russian zest. Most numbers
began with the soulful strumming of
Kolpakov’s seven-string guitar and that of his
companion Anton Grotski, who sported a traditional six-string. The tempo would pick up as
the song progressed and vocalist Tamara
Chelepovskay started singing.
Chelepovskay, besides remarkable singing,
had another surprise hidden underneath the
many layers of her dress: her deft feet that
stirred up a frenzy of stomping that crept over
the toes of all who were present. When not
singing, she would sit and sway gently while
chanting in her deep, haunting voice that
seemed to come out of her entire body rather
than just her throat. The audience snapped their
fingers along with her or was mesmerized into
utter silence by her bewitching gypsy voice.
The music itself was enchantingly beautiful.
Somewhat like the more popular Gypsy Kings,
the songs were in a Russo-Ukrainian dialect
native to the Romani people of Russia. During
the performance, Kolpakov would take a break
to talk about the songs and answer questions
that arose from the audience.
The traditional Roma music, according to
Kolpakov, is very much eclectic, influenced by
the culture of all the parts of the world that the
Romani people roamed for hundreds of years.
The old songs they performed have been sung
and performed for ages by the Romani of
Russia. The stories behind the songs were
about the on-the-road life of the gypsies. In one

song, a gypsy man begged his horse to gather
some strength and make it to the next camping
ground where others waited for him. Another
was a wedding song, in which the bride complained to her father because he did not buy her
an expensive shirt that she wanted.
Although I did not understand the words,
Chelepovskay’s body language, gestures and
facial expressions were enough to convey the
meaning of the songs to me. I was as much
involved in the stories being told through the
songs as other members of the audience who
were somewhat acquainted with the language.
The trio affiliates itself to a theater in
Moscow, Russia where the members perform
most often. They offered CDs of Roma music
on sale at the end of the performance, an album
called “You Are My Soul” by GELEM. Anton
Grotski, who looked disturbingly like Nicolas
Cage under the bright stage lights, can be seen
in the cover photograph of the group. The CDs
cost $15 each, but many impressed people
bought them without hesitation. Having listened to it many times already, I can confidently say that the price was worth the great music.
The trio is sponsored by the World Music
Institute to travel the world and spread the
Roma music. Before visiting Baruch College, it
had already performed in Boston University
and at Harvard.

Sacha Kolpakov.
(Photo/www.baruch.cuny.edu)
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Sigma Alpha Delta Launches
Computer Donation Program
BY SAMANTHA ENTELES
Contributing Writer
Sigma Alpha Delta, Baruch College’s oldest
and most accomplished honor society, has
established a new program to support students
in their studies. The Baruch College Computer
Fund, also known as CompuS.A.D, is the
newest program that Sigma Alpha Delta has
added to its growing list of contributions to the
Baruch community since 1932.
CompuS.A.D. was launched in November
2003 at the New Candidates Dinner by the former Sigma Alpha Delta President, Eric Green,
as a modern day version of The Textbook Fund
that Sigma Alpha ran at Baruch in the ‘60s and
‘70s.
Students spend long hours and stay late into
the night at the computer lab in order to finish
homework, write papers and access online
materials. As an honor society of both evening
and day students, many are juggling jobs along
with schoolwork, leaving little time for sitting
in the lab at school.
One Sigma Alpha Delta member who requested a computer stated, “I do not own a computer at home and oftentimes find myself staying
back quite late in school to access the computer lab.” Others have voiced concern about having to ride the subway home late at night, with
frequent train delays adding to the inconvenience.
CompuS.A.D. plans to serve many functions,
not just supplying computers to students in
need. Diane Nafornita, CompuS.A.D. program
director, and Richard de la Cruz, chairman of
programs, hope to set up a laptop in the cafeteria to enable Baruch students to check their email. CompuS.A.D. is also considering offering free fax service next year to students who
are in the process of looking for jobs and need
to send out resumés or other information. This
last function is appropriate for Sigma Alpha
Delta whose adviser, Dr. Patricia Imbimbo, is
head of Baruch’s Career Development Center.

Carlos Coto, current president of Sigma
Alpha Delta, said, “The computer donation program, although in its infancy, has the potential
of bringing great service to the entire Baruch
Community. We have already established relationships with certain corporations that will
ensure the continuation of the program in the
future."
Eric Green, Diane Nafornita, and Mikhail
Vitebskiy donated the computers to Sigma
Alpha Delta. The computers are equipped with
either Windows 98 or 2000 and have a full
range of office programs. The students may be
asked to pay a small fee for the computers, but
it will be considerably less than the retail cost
for one of these computers.
During Sigma Alpha Delta’s Induction
Ceremony on May 7, at least four students will
receive computers. There are many students
who have expressed an interest in receiving one
of the computers, but at the time, the society is
no longer accepting applications. They are
planning on accepting more applications once
more computers have been acquired, hopefully
by the fall or perhaps even sooner.
Dmitrijs Nahajs, chairman of events, said,
“The goal of the program is to give Baruch students without computers a better chance to
advance, allowing them to work on their school
projects from the comfort of their homes, without having to adjust their schedules to fit
Baruch’s computer labs and ride the subways
home late at night.”
Sigma Alpha Delta has a 70-year history of
providing students with the support and
resources to ensure that they succeed not only
in school, but in life as well. Their mission
statement on www.sigmabaruch.org explains,
the society “Seeks to provide continuous support for its members in their pursuit of academic excellence, valuable communitarian contributions and sustainable networking opportunities, all with a focus on diversity and for the
betterment of present and future generations.”

Golden Key’s Team Marches
in March of Dimes 2004
By DARWIN RECENTES
Contributing Writer
On Sunday May 2, thousands of New Yorkers
came together for WalkAmerica’s 34th Annual
March of Dimes event. March of Dimes is one
of America's most supported causes as many
participate in the event each year to raise
money for research.
Every year, over 460,000 premature babies
are born. Many of them often die, while those
that survive continue to experience the effects
of prematurity later on in life. Included in the
thousands of New Yorkers that participated in
the walk were 24 students who came out and
walked under the Baruch College Golden Key
team to support the event. We walked six miles
through streets of Manhattan, starting and ending at the Lincoln Center site.
We met at 8:30 a.m. around Columbus Circle;
the weather was extremely brisk and windy as
many of us prepared for the walk ahead. We
knew beforehand that it would be a six-mile
walk and that we had a lot of work ahead of
them, but our spirits were high as many of us
knew we were walking for a good cause alongside our friends.
At 9 a.m. we walked toward the Lincoln
Center site. It was rather hectic with the large
crowds of people who came to support the
event coupled with the great turnout of volunteer workers. After making our way through the
crowd, we headed toward Central Park to begin
our walk.

The day began to get warmer and it quickly
developed into one of the best walks I’ve had
around New York City. Throughout our journey, we tried to distinguish the famous buildings that we passed along the way, as well as
counting up the many subway stations,
Starbucks, and Duane Reade chains that were
all over the streets. We even got to pass
Baruch's very own Kappa Phi Alpha sorority,
who also came out to support the event, and the
Vertical Campus.
We collected free bumper stickers and food
along the way, got to jam to some music, and
had a good workout while taking tons of pictures with each other throughout the walk.
Even though the six-mile walk felt like a great
feat at the beginning, it became something
enjoyable as many of us had a good time for
such a worthy cause.
Overall, the Baruch Golden Key Chapter
raised an impressive $1,400 dollars for the
March of Dimes. The trek was arduous as our
feet and legs began to feel it by the end of the
six miles, but each of us felt better and better as
we continued to pass each checkpoint, knowing
that we were getting closer and closer to the
finish line.
In the end, we all felt like we had accomplished something worthwhile and meaningful,
and I know that many of us are going to continue walking next year in hopes that one day
there will be a cure that prevents babies from
being born premature.
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Events in Baruch
- Proposal Writing Basics
Date:
Wednesday, May 12
Time:
4 p.m.
Place:
14-245, VC
The non-profit Group at Baruch College and
the Foundation Center in New York invites you
to a special presentation by Susan Shiroma,
Foundation Center trainer and former manager
of the Centers Associates Program and
Proposal Writing Seminars, who will lead you
through a spirited overview of the proposal
writing process and teach you how to take
advantage of Foundation Center resources. Join
us to learn together about the world of U.S. philanthropy and the basics of writing a proposal
to a foundation. RSVP by phone 212-802-3044
or
by
email
at
Nonprofit_workshops@baruch.cuny.edu
For
more
information,
visit
http://www.baruch.cuny.edu/spa/Centers/TheN
onprofitGroup.jsp.
- Zicklin School of Business
Date:
Thursday, May 13
Time:
6 p.m.
Place:
7th Floor, Conference Center
Presentations by key faculty and administrators
cover academic programs, admission requirements and procedures and career services;
Q&A periods are emphasized; breakout sessions conducted by faculty from MBA and MS
concentrations. No RSVP necessary. Light

refreshments will be served prior to session.
6:00 p.m. - 7:15 p.m. General information session. Hear representatives from Zicklin
Graduate
Program,
Graduate
Career
Management Center, Graduate Admissions.
7:15 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. Breakout sessions - talk
with faculty from each department.
Representatives from the Graduate Student
Assembly will be on hand.
For
more
information,
visit
http://zicklin.baruch.cuny.edu.

Announcements
- Senior Bash 2004 Ticket Sales
Dates: Now through May 24
Time:
10 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Price:
$50 per ticket
The Senior Bash will take place on May 31
2004 at Tavern on the Green. Ticket sales are
open to all graduating seniors. There is a maximum of 2 tickets per person.
- United International Student Body Logo
Competition
Deadline for submission: May 13, 2004
The UISB is looking for a logo that reflects the
multicultural and diverse nature of the college
and is holding a logo competition that is open
to all Baruch students.
For more information, email the club at
United_International_Students@hotmail.com
or attend its club meetings on Thursdays 12:302:30 p.m. in Room 1604, 23rd Street building.

Events at the Baruch Performing Arts
Center
- Lyceum presents "Goethe and the Muse:
Music and Poetry at the Dawn of the Romantic
Era"
Date:
Tuesday, May 17
Time:
8 p.m.
Place:
Engelman Recital Hall
Ticket Information: $20, $12 seniors & students. Tickets available at the BPAC Box
Office .
Music and Poetry at the Dawn of the Romantic
Era (see article in this section).
- Baruch Chorus
Date:
Tuesday, May 18, 2004
Time:
1:45 p.m.
Place:
Engelman Recital Hall
Ticket information: This event is free and open
to the public. Seating is general admission
available on a first come, first served basis.
- Aquila Theatre presents Othello
Dates: Tuesday, May 18 - Sunday, June 27
Time:
Tuesday - Saturday, 8 pm
Wednesday, Saturday, Sunday, 3 pm
Place: Nagelberg Theatre
Ticket information: Call (212) 998-8017 (Visa,
MasterCard, American Express) 10 a.m. - 7
p.m. Monday – Friday by phone or email
aquilausa6@aol.com with the order.
Set in a hotbed of racial hatred, jealousy and
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mistrust, this great Shakespearean masterpiece
explores the destruction of a noble spirit. Add
Aquila's innovative staging and superb acting
to the genius of Shakespeare, and this production of Othello becomes a theatrical triumph.
For more information visit www.aquilatheatre.com.
- The FabClassical5
Dates and Times:
May 11th @ 8 p.m. Anne Rhee (Korea)
May 24th @ 8 p.m. Isabelle O'Connell
(Ireland)
June 7th @ 8 p.m. Grace Guo (Taiwan)
June 14 @ 8 p.m. Audrey Axinn (USA)
Place: Engelberg Recital Hall
Admission: $20 per concert, $15 students &
seniors, $80 for series pass. Tickets available
through the BPAC Box Office. To reserve, call
646-312-4085. Checks and cash only at the
door.
The FabClassical5, New York City's only allfemale group of pianists, is hosting the
Spring/Summer Concert Series to help benefit
its signature non-profit organization, Doctors
Without Borders (50% of the ticket sales will
benefit the organization). The five classically
trained pianists, each from a different country,
will perform in five different solo piano concerts.
For more information visit www.doctorswithoutborders.org or www.classical5.com.

Baruch Fraternity Sponsors Lyceum Presents “Goethe
Bone-Marrow Drive
and the Muse” at the BPAC
By MATTHEW FURLEITER
Contributing Writer
On Tuesday, May 4, and Wednesday, May 5,
Alpha Epsilon Pi, the Jewish fraternity on campus, ran a bone-marrow drive in the Baruch
Vertical Campus. The event, in association
with the Gift for Life Organization, intends to
match potential bone-marrow donors with
patients suffering from leukemia.
Selfless students willing to donate were asked
to use four swabs and with each, rub the upper
and lower portions of the inside of their cheeks
in order to generate a viable sample of squamous epithelial cells (found in the uppermost
layer of the skin and most abundant in the inner
cheek) to be tested for certain genetic markers.
The swab samples were then sealed in
envelopes with identifying barcodes, and were
sent on their way to be analyzed.
Over the two-day span of the hugely successful drive, approximately 400 students offered
samples, seriously committing to donation
should they be donor matches. “If one person is
a match it was still worth the whole two days,”
said Maor Leger, a freshman.
For each sample to be tested by laboratory
technicians, the cost is $78 and funds are provided by private donors to Gift for Life.
However, the cost and time it takes to analyze
the samples collected augments the importance

of a sincere bid to donate if the donor is a
match. This was conveyed to every student, and
volunteer turnout was still exceptional. The
giving spirit and desire to lend a helping hand
pervaded Baruch’s halls.
The need for donors is real. Everyone has
bone marrow, which produces blood cells, but
leukemia patients suffer from an over-production of white blood cells, which can have a negative impact on their immunity and can cause
anemia.
A bone marrow transplant may restore a
patient’s health. Therefore, if any Baruch student is found to be a general match for someone
needing a transplant, after further testing they
may be asked to donate marrow.
Marrow donation is relatively simple. A
small amount of marrow is surgically removed
from the base of the spine. After this minor surgery the donor must remain hospitalized for
two days while enduring minor pain, slightly
more intense than falling on one’s rear-end
while skiing.
Alpha Epsilon Pi member and freshman Nir
Tahalov said it, “felt good to do something for
the community.”
But the brave efforts of Baruch’s students
have the potential to reach far beyond this community and to touch the lives of 400 people in
every corner of the world.

BARUCH COLLEGE, NY - On May 17,
Lyceum will present “Goethe and the Muse:
Music and Poetry at the Dawn of the Romantic
Era” at the Baruch Performing Arts Center at 8
p.m.
If you had been alive in Goethe’s day, you
might have been invited to a salon evening in
his home and had the opportunity to hear original compositions performed by the young
Felix Mendelssohn, the latest song settings of
Goethe’s texts, and works by Goethe’s favorite
composers, Bach and Mozart. On May 17,
Lyceum’s concert will take an audience back in
time to experience what might have been a particularly special evening of music making in
Goethe’s circle.
Performers for the evening including Hila
Piltman, soprano; Amelia Roosevelt, violin;
Jessica Troy, viola; Wolfram Koessel, cello;
Audrey Axinn, piano; and Keri Mikkelson,
harpsichord will present works by Bach,
Mozart, Schubert, and Mendelssohn.
Lyceum, entering its third season, presents
conceptually provocative concert programs in
which musical works are performed on instruments dating from the times the various works
were composed. By using period instruments,
Lyceum strives to create a sense of musical
style development and sonority across several
centuries.
Tickets and information are available for
“Goethe and the Muse” through the BPAC Box
Office at 646-312-4085. Tickets are $20 for
General Admission, and $12 for Students and
seniors. Engelman Recital Hall is located at 55
Lexington, 25th Street entrance (between Lex

and 3rd Ave.), B2 level. Engelman Recital Hall
is fully wheel-chair accessible.
Baruch Performing Arts Center is a new stateof-the-art facility at Baruch College, serving
the Baruch Community by infusing art into the
curriculum and all aspects of Baruch’s college
life and its surrounding community. Providing
a creative and nurturing space for new projects
and classic works, BPAC offers a voice and
forum for students, faculty and community to
share, learn and experience artistic endeavors
that reverberate life and its marvels, challenges
and rewards, promoting creativity and critical
thinking skills.

“Goethe and the Muse” (Photo/
www.baruch.cuny.edu)

Write for The Ticker Features!
Do you like to attend Baruch events?
Would you like to write about them?

If so, e-mail: harbanirana@hotmail.com
Last week students signed up on the second floor of the VC to be potential bone marrow
donor matches in a drive sponsored by Alpha Epsilon Pi. (Photo/ Shaya Lunzer)
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The Media Negatively Affects
Our Body Image
DAN MARCHIONE
One day take a look around the first and second floor of the Vertical Campus. Make a visual note of both the men and the women of
Baruch College. Notice many different individuals and styles? Not likely. For the most
part I guarantee that you will likely find 90 percent of the students look exactly alike. I am no
exception to this trend. We are all creatures of
society who want to fit in as much as possible.
Even sometimes quelling our own individuality for acceptance.
It truly is sad that despite all of this nation’s
great diversity, we are still limited to our “popular” selection of tastes and styles by the
media. Everywhere you look there is another
thing telling you that you are not good enough.
From the inside to the outside, we are being
told something about us is wrong and not as
good as it should be. If you don’t have a body
like Brad Pitt or Colin Ferrell then you are
obviously not a handsome enough man. If you
lack the curves of Angelina Jolie or Beyonce,
then you must be fat or ugly. But I refuse to
believe this.
As much as the blame should not always be
placed in one particular direction, I think the
media, in general, takes a large amount of the
blame in this situation. Never before has body
image been the largest media topic daily. Open
any newspaper and you will see an article about
weight loss or fitness or the next miracle
diet/pill that will make you thin like “everybody else.” Think this is the only place you will
see these images? I dare you to look at the
cover of any nationally publicized magazine.
Does your body look anything like the cover
models? Likely not. But that does not make

you or anybody else less important than that
person with the “perfect” body.
Take a moment when you go home today or
when you get to the bathroom and look at yourself. Do not stare into the mirror with a GQ or
a Cosmopolitan to your side. Just look at yourself and enjoy the view. It does not matter what
your size, shape or color or any other feature
that you have. Because you do not have to
compare yourself to what the popular culture
views as attractive. All that really matters is
how you feel about yourself and, honestly, if
you are able to get up every morning and survive each day then you should be happy.
When I was growing up, I never heard that I
was ugly or fat or “not like that kid on TV.” I
was just me. With that I have taken a positive
self body image with me that lingers on today.
However, not everybody has been as lucky as
me with his or her upbringing. Not everybody
has had the support system that I have had all
my life. This leads to a constant obsession with
looks. Over 30 million women in the country
are suffering from some form of eating disorder. In one survey of college women, 91 percent of the women surveyed admitted to trying
to control their weight through dieting.
These statistics should not have to exist. Let
the change start with us. Be happy with yourself. Realize that you are unique and perfect as
is. So enjoy your life to the fullest everyday
regardless of your physical attributes because
you only get one trip on this ride and you have
got to make it count.

Jury Selection Process
in Need of Tweaking

Outsourcing Adding
to South Africa’s
Economic Dilemma
STACEY-ANN CARLES
It is now June 16, 1976. You are one of hundreds of children marching for freedom in
Soweto, South Africa. A plan has been staged
to have a school boycott. You are being shot at
by police for protesting mandatory Afrikaans
learning in school. You want equality in all
things including education. Countrywide boycotts occurred in 1985 against inferior black
educations. Cut. It is now 2004. You and all the
other children are much older. You desire work,
yet it is being outsourced.
Where joblessness is on the rise, one in four
is jobless. Tiger Wheels is hiring once again,
however, not in South Africa. Instead it has a
new plant in Alabama, China and is expanding
it subsidiary factory in Poland.
Chief Executive Eddie Keizan stated in The
New York Times, March 13, 2004, “… nine out
of 10 of South African workers never finished
high school, while the same proportion of the
Polish workers have university degrees… onefifth of South Africans can neither read nor
work a simple calculator.”
Keizan said that nine out of 10 did not even
finish high school. Has he forgotten such
phrases as apartheid and boycott? To say that
is to forget how far South Africans have progressed and are still trying to. Many of these
workers are between the ages of 30-45 years.
Let’s recap. Soweto’s uprising in 1976 led to
the first apartheid movement by school children. On June 12, 1986 thousands of these
school children were arrested. The struggle
continued for 18 years with South Africans,
male, female and children staging protests and
boycotts.
With the ending of apartheid in 1994, South
Africa has tried to stabilize its economy. The
government tried to attract business, which was
weakened by global boycotts during apartheid
and export of capitals. The government liberalized trade, reduced the budget deficit, and cut
inflation. However, the effort to keep jobs at
home and to create new ones has become one

of the biggest disappointments of the postapartheid era.
Having endured the trials and tribulations of
the apartheid, how could workers have a high
school diploma? It wasn’t because they were in
gangs, on the corner, didn’t feel like it, or mom
and dad didn’t have a bigger enough trust fund
so that they were set for life. No, they were out
there protesting unfairness. They wanted to
learn, however they did not want to be limited
to what they should know. They wanted the
unabridged version of learning, the one that
also talks about their history.
According to Sharon Lafraniere, a reporter
for The New York Times, “sound economic
policies have not compensated for unskilled
workers, high labor cost, crime, AIDS, the
specter of a collapsing Zimbabwe on the northern border, and the fact that Africa is, simply
put, a bad business address.”
Twenty years ago, when Tiger Wheels first
stepped into the South African market, the
economy was not stable, there were numerous
protesting, unskilled labor was still in effect,
yet they had South Africans make their aluminum wheels.
Outsourcing in Africa is doing a significant
amount of damage to the economy. What about
alternatives such as job training? Train them to
do the job efficiently. This way money can be
kept within the economy. Job training is not a
far stretch and it can potentially be cheaper
than outsourcing. The question as to whether
Keizan have tried this method has yet to be
known.
According to Gartners Dataquest, an international research company, outsourcing in South
African market is expected to grow from $3.3
billion in 2002 to $5.2 billion in 2007.
Unless companies like Tiger Wheels stay in
South Africa and rather opt for job training the
economy of South Africa will surely not stand
the test of time.

HARBANI RANA
Most people who are called for jury duty look
for excuses so that they can escape this civic
duty. Then there are some who are willing to do
this duty, but never make it past the screening
interview.
In New York State this faction makes up 82
percent of the people who are called for jury
duty. Many are forced to skip a day of work or
give up whatever else they had planned to do
that day only to spend it waiting in courts so
they can find out that they have been rejected
and will have to appear again some other time.
This is why jury duty is looked upon negatively and people try to avoid it. It is nothing bu a
waste of time, both for the prospective jurors
and for the courts.
The prospective jurors appear at the courts
and wait to be called in for the screening interview called “voir dire,” through which the
lawyers representing both sides make their
selection. This gives plenty of room for subjectivity, which may cause the population selected
to be racially or ethnically biased. The outcome
of the case is affected by the type of people
selected, and the less random the selection, the
more unfair the process. The lawyers should
not be given so much power to select whomever they want to be judging their case.
In urban areas like New York City where
there are many cases each day, many more people than required are called. This is hard on the
courts too because the time of lawyers and
other facilities are wasted on people who do not
even participate in the cases in the end.

Steps should be taken to improve this system
and make it worthwhile for the prospective
jurors to make the trip to the courts. One solution is to have a set percentage of people who
would have to be selected from a given population so that there is less scope for rejection. The
lawyers conducting the interview should not
have such high standards and should not expect
too much from the people they interview, but
should value their time as well as their own.
Another solution is to choose an unbiased
third party, other than the lawyers, to select the
jury on basic criteria. This method will guarantee that the people selected are not case-specific and there is more objectivity. The people
who have been rejected should be given clear
reasons as to why they have been rejected so
that they do not feel as if they have been
wronged.
After certain steps have been taken, people
will look forward to being a part of the justice
system instead of looking at it as a hurdle to
clear and then be done with for a few years.
Those previously eliminated may develop a
faith in the system and citizens will be proud to
participate. After a period of time, maybe we
will see an article in the newspaper about the
progress of this system and the trust people
have in it.

WRITE FOR THE TICKER
T he Ticker Op-Ed Welcomes
Yo ur Thoughts !

The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts typewritten or e-mailed opinion pieces from Baruch College students. Please note that all pieces must be signed. Unsigned pieces will not be published. However, when appropriate,
names will be withheld upon request. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Writers should provide day and evening telephone numbers, as
well as an e-mail address if possible. All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Ed editor.
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Toby Lightman Delivers a Folk Infusion
Mix in Her Debut Album “Little Things”
By JENNIFER BLECHER

gle. The guitar groove is infectious. It complements her voice beautifully. This track definitely has Top 10 potential.
She stays strong with “Coming Back In,” a
mélange of acoustic guitar and R&B, and
“Frightened,” a heartfelt ballad.
Then things go south for a while. The next
two tracks, “Voices” and “Front Row,” I could
swear were the same song. Then there is a brief
interlude for the title track, which is exactly
what it says, a 49-second short a capella. Then
on to “Everyday” and “Is This Right,” which
were virtually indistinguishable from the other
two. This can be a good thing, though. These
tracks would be excellent for a day sitting at
Barnes and Nobles while trying to read. They
would be a nice accompaniment but so
insignificant as not to break your focus.
“Don’t Wanna Know” resuscitates this album
later on, with lyrics that are not cheesy, and just
amazing harmonies, and it finishes strong with
“Running Away,” that has a sort of Nelly
Furtado feel to it, with strange instruments that
don’t impinge on the acoustic guitar.
Overall, this album is a good mix of songs,
and despite the drag in the middle, Lightman’s
voice is too good to pass up. She even has special features on the disc, including two live
acoustic performances, something most factory-made vocalists are too chicken to even think
about.

Copy Chief
If you’ve ever wandered down into the subway at night or into Penn Station, you’ve probably seen those folk singers strumming away
on their guitars along to their stream-of-consciousness lyrics. They were very en vogue
eight years ago, when the likes of Jewel and
Shawn Colvin were playing on the radio.
Jewel has since sold out to mainstream pop,
and traded her guitar for heels and some
skimpy outfits. Shawn Colvin...well, who’s
that? Women on the radio today are either pop
stars like Jessica Simpson, or semi-rockers like
Shakira and Sheryl Crow.
Enter Toby Lightman, the 25-year-old New
Jersey native whose album, “Little Things,”
was released in March. She may single-handedly revive folk, even though her brand is quite
overproduced, with infusions of R&B, rock and
pop.
The real standout on “Little Things” is
Lightman’s voice. It’s strong enough to carry
this album despite many disposable tracks.
While people have compared to Sheryl Crow
and Lauren Hill, the closest comparisons are
Joss Stone sans funk and the little-known Tracy
Bonham. It’s very deep and soulful.
Onto the album. Skip the first track; it’s standard pop fare, and go straight to Track 2,
“Devils and Angels,” which is also her first sin-

Singer and songwriter Toby Lightman (Photo/ songwriters-circle.com)

Make It Good,
Johnny Fox’s Good
By ARTYOM MALKHOV
Contrbuting Writer
Right around the block from Baruch College,
on 24th Street and Lexington Avenue, there is a
bar/restaurant called Johnny Fox’s, owned by
friendly owner who goes by the name Martin.
When you walk into Johnny Fox’s, the retro
style catches the eye. The atmosphere in a bar
is set for you to bring your buddies after long
hours in college. They have an excellent selection of beers, ciders and other alcoholic beverages. For people who prefer to eat outdoors,
there is a backyard with tables, allowing the
fresh air to work up your appetite.
The staff is very accommodating and efficient, and the beer that is poured by the generous bartender spills over the mug. What my
colleague and I have discovered, is that even
though the place is a bar and restaurant, it has
very classic food that is well prepared.
I decided to start with the clam chowder and

The Limitless Talent of
Toxic Audio is Intoxicating

it was great. After trying clam chowder on a
recent trip to Boston, the clam chowder capital,
I must say that Johnny Fox’s clam chowder was
impressive. It was smooth and fresh and the
clams felt like they been just poured into it. I
was told that they make it on the premises from
fresh ingredients. I know where I will go for
clam chowder next time.
Next, I tried the fried calamari, which wasn’t
bad, but was somewhat over-fried for my taste.
But on the plus side, the portion was large
enough for two people. The main course was
steak with home fries and two eggs over-easy. I
enjoyed the main course because it was simple,
yet well prepared and tasty. The steak was well
seasoned in wine. For dessert I tried the pecan
pie and coffee, and it did a great job in keeping
me full for the rest of the day.
Considering that you can have a good meal
there for a modest $10-15, it’s certainly a place
to consider when going on the next night out.

The entire ensemble of Toxic Audio. (Photo/ www.bodymusic.com)

By MARITZA HERNANDEZ
Contributing Writer

Exterior of Irish Pub Johnny Fox’s (Photo/ irishpubguide.com)

High energy, up-beat music, and comical skits
are just some of the amazing aspects of Toxic
Audio’s
Off-Broadway
premiere
of
“Loudmouth” at the John Houseman Theatre
on 42nd Street. The five vocalists of Toxic
Audio test the limits of the human voice with
their a capella musical renditions of some of
today’s popular songs, classics, and a few original pieces. The fast-paced show will leave you
amazed with the group’s eclectic blend of comedy, improvisation, and unique sound effects.
Every beat is created by the voices of Jeremy
James, Shalisa James, Rene Ruiz, Paul
Sperrazza, and Michaelle Mailhot-Valines.
The group was in its breeding ground at
Disney’s MGM Studios and Disney’s Jazz Club

at Pleasure Island, and they are now presenting
themselves for all of New York. Toxic Audio is
the perfect show for an energetic, enthusiastic,
and fervent audience. Paul Sperazza is the most
zealous and vibrant of the Toxins with his constant activity and snare drum impersonations.
When combined with the others members of
Toxic Audio, they present a performance as
powerful as that of a colossal orchestra.
The vocalists were appraisable and noteworthy because of their sweet voices and limitless
abilities. Rene Ruiz, one of the Toxins, conceived and directed the performance, while the
other Toxins collaborated as writers, musical
directors, and musical arrangers. These multitalented members will provide a standout performance. If you have not seen it yet, prepare
for one of the most amazing events you will
ever witness.
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Hey, Check Out
Our Propaganda

The most dynamic student organization is always
looking for new recruits. Stop by room 3-290 in the Vertical
Campus. We’re there everyday being dynamic.

BEARCAT PROWLINGS
MAY 10, 2004

MEN’S BASEBALL

MEN’S TENNIS

Baruch Win Streak Ends at Two
With Split Against Polytechnic

Tennis Team Finishes
Season Undefeated at 8-0

Teammates on the court and friends off the court: Members of the Baruch tennis team
(from left to right) Christian Wulff, Maxim Moliver, and Boris Krant. (Photo/ Phillip Gong)

By LEO SHVARTSMAN
Staff Writer

Baruch DH Edgar Morales went deep in the first game of the men's baseball doubleheader
against Polytechnic last Saturday. The Bearcats won game one 12-4. (Photo/ Shan-san Wu)

By SHANSAN WU
Staff Writer
The Baruch men’s baseball team won its second game in a row in doubleheader action last
Saturday.
In game one, they came ready to hit.
Led by designated hitter Edgar Morales’s
home run, double and three RBIs, the Bearcats
pounded out 13 hits and 12 runs to take the
first game of a doubleheader against
Polytechnic College by a score of 12-4.
Baruch third baseman Paul Alfano and catcher Arby Gega contributed two hits apiece,
while first baseman Tom Fusaro, playing in
place of Nick Balalis, added two hits of his
own. It was the most offense the Bearcats have
produced in a single game all season.
Baruch pitching stalwart Tristan Cetto (6IP,
5H, 2BB, 9K) was the beneficiary of the unexpected run support, going the distance to pick
up his second win of the year.
“We got our second in a row today. Our hitters hit their pitching hard in game one,” said
Baruch head coach Miguel Iglesias. “I was
hoping to make it three.”
It didn’t happen, as Polytechnic came back
with an offensive outburst of its own. In an

example of karmic justice, they responded
with the exact number of hits (13) and runs
(12) produced by Baruch in game one, while
the Bearcats scratched out the exact number of
hits (5) and runs (4) produced by Polytechnic.
“We gave up some walks in game two and
all of a sudden, we’re down 4-1,” said
Iglesias.
Polytechnic’s game two pitcher, Frank
Catanzalo, made it 7-1 with a three-run homer
against Baruch starter Ricardo Estrada (0-3) to
break the game open in the fourth.
Baruch mounted a brief rally in the fifth,
scoring three on RBI hits from right fielder
Thomas Russo and second baseman Alberto
Nieves.
But Polytechnic continued to add runs to the
scoreboard. Taking over for Estrada, Baruch
reliever Han Chai fared no better than his pred e c e s s o r, finishing the game and giving up
seven more hits and five more runs in three
innings.
Catanzalo pitched a complete game for the
win, walking two and striking out three. He
also hit three Baruch hitters with pitches,
while being hit twice himself.

FINAL CUNYAC SOFTBALL STANDINGS

FINAL CUNYAC BASEBALL STANDINGS
Team
Cazenovia College...
Staten Island.......
Keuka College.......
John Jay.............
Lehman..............
D ' Youville College..
B a r u c h..............

Conference
W L T Pct
11 2 0 .846
8 2 0 .800
5 3 0 .625
8 4 0 .667
4 7 0 .444
2 18 0 .200
1 11 0 .083

The Baruch men’s tennis team finished their
last regular season game of the year, the same
way they have every other game this season –
with a victory.
“When you start the season, you never know
how you’re going to end up. You just work
hard and you hope you can win the conference,” said head coach Florin Giuglescu.
The Bearcats’ hard work throughout the regular season has paid off handsomely, as they
go into the playoffs undefeated for the second
time in three years.
“[It] feels good. It’s tough. I’ve been on
teams in high school that have tried to go
undefeated,” said Jason Johnson. “We’re just
talented, very talented.”
Their latest victory came at the National
Tennis Center against conference rival Staten
Island.
“It feels good to get a victory over [my]
home island of Staten Island,” said Alex
Sokol.
Sokol, a first year player out of Staten
Island’s Susan Wagner High School, is having
a terrific season. Earlier in the season he was
awarded Rookie of the Week honors.
The team won four out of six singles matches and all three of their doubles matches
against Staten Island to take the overall match
(7-2). Their only two losses came in third-set
tiebreakers as Witton Ng lost to Staten
Island’s Sandhun Mendis and Maxim Moliver
lost to Marcel Sandougout.
Ng and Moliver avenged their losses by
teaming up to defeat Mendis and Sandougout

(8-3) in doubles play.
“I think our team is very good this year. Last
year, I played number one and this year I’m
playing [sixth]. And this shows how much better our team got,” said Ng.
In singles play, wins for Baruch included
Christian Wu l ff’s victory over Alex Ilchenko
(6-1), (6-7), [7-2], Boris Krant’s victory over
Lenny Sherman (6-1), (6-2), Vladimir
Goldin’s victory over Eugene Sheer (6-4), (64) and Alex Sokol’s win over Craig Gellerman
(6-2), (6-2).
“I feel really good about myself and our
wins as a team,” said Krant.
Krant also received Rookie of the Week honors earlier in the season and was recently
named the team’s Rookie of the Year.
In doubles play, Baruch dominated as Ng’s
and Moliver’s victory was accompanied by a
win for Wu l ff and Krant over Ilchenko and
Sheer (8-4) and Goldin and Sokol’s victory
over Sherman and Gellerman (8-3).
“This season I’m really happy with my performance because I just started playing again
in October,” said Wu l ff. “Before that I hadn’t
touched a racquet in three years. I’m still seeing improvements from day to day and so I
think there’s some left in me.”
Wu l ff, who is the team’s number one seed,
was awarded Player of the Week honors earlier in the season. He also earned the team’s
Most Valuable Player award and Goldin was
awarded the Senior of the Year award.
It doesn’t seem as if the Bearcats could have
positioned themselves any better going into
the playoff s .
“As long as everyone does their part we’ll
win. At least we should,” said Johnson.

Overall
W L T Pct
19 12 0 .613
14 15 0 .483
7 15 1 .318
18 20 0 .474
7 14 0 .333
2 8 0 .133
5 17 0 .227

C U N YAC Championship - Staten Island 10 - John Jay 8
C U N YAC 2004 Baseball Champions - Staten Island

Team
W
S t at en I sl an d . .. .. ..
11
Hu n t er Co l l eg e. .. .. . 1 0
B a ru ch Co l l eg e .. .. .. 8
J o h n J ay Co l l eg e. .. . 7
B ro o k l y n Co l l eg e. .. . 4
L eh m an Co l l eg e. .. .. . 4
M ed g ar E v er s… …
3
Yor k Co l l eg e. .. .. .. .
3
NYC C o l . o f Tech .. .. 0

Conference
L T Pct
1 0 .9 1 7
2 0 .8 3 3
4 0 .6 6 7
5 0 .5 8 3
7 0 .3 6 4
8 0 .3 3 3
6 0 .3 3 3
6 0 .3 3 3
11 0 . 0 0 0

W
18
18
11
14
6
10
3
3
0

Overall
L T Pct
1 2 1 .5 9 7
16 0 .529
11 0 . 5 0 0
1 5 0 .4 8 3
1 7 0 .2 6 1
1 4 0 .4 1 7
7
0 .300
1 0 0 .2 3 1
1 6 0 .0 0 0

C U N YAC Championship - Staten Island 2 - John Jay 1
C U N YAC 2004 Softball Champions - Staten Island
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Lake Placid Ironman Event
Helps Disabled Children
By KATIE HAYES
Contributing Writer
My name is Katie Hayes and this July I will
be competing in the 6th Annual Lake Placid
Ironman. This race usually starts off with
approximately 2,000 athletes who all have one
goal - to get to the finish line so they can be
declared an “Ironman,” if not in title, in spirit.
But before that, they have to swim 2.4 miles,
bike 112 miles, and then finish the triathlon by
running a marathon (26.2 miles). Sounds fun,
right?
Well it does to me and I can say that with
experience. I finished my first Ironman last
summer, one month after my 19th birthday.
Sure there is a negative side: you get punched
and pulled under the water during the swim,
your butt and back ache from sitting on a bike
for hours and your mental and physical
strength gets pushed to the limit during the
final 26.2 mile run.
However, there is so much more to the
Ironman than the struggles though. There are
the inspirational stories, the people you meet
out on the course, the thousand of volunteers
and spectators that come to cheer you on, the

free massages and most of all being able to
cross that finish line! Why do it again when
you can already say you’ve finished? That
you’re already an Ironman? Well, for those of
us who cannot seem to resist the call of the
Ironman, it is probably because we are all a little crazy, but I also have another reason, a challenge more important than just finishing: I
want to use this race to make a difference.
I have decided to participate in the Ironman’s
Janus Charity Challenge. This program challenges all participating athletes to race for a
beneficiary of their choice and to work as hard
in their fundraising efforts as in their training
e fforts. I have chosen to race for the
Bubel/Aiken Foundation. This charity works
to provide children suffering from developmental disabilities with educational services,
financial assistance and equal opportunities in
life. They also promote inclusion through volunteer programs such as Best Buddies,
Champions for Change, and Kids for Kids.
If you would like more information on these
programs and how to get involved please visit
their website at www.thebubelaikenfoundation.org. Together we can make a difference.
Thank you for all your support.

Baruch Sports B r i e f s
WOMEN’S SOFTBALL
(11-11 Overall, 8-4 CUNYAC)
Four Softball Players Named To CUNYAC
All-Star Teams
Four players on the Baruch softball team were
today honored for their solid regular season performances by being named to the First &
Second All-Star Teams of the City University of
New York Athletic Conference.
The league's 10 coaches voted for the teams,
which recognize the top players from the recently concluded softball season in conference play.

CUNYAC First Team
Kathy Maher (sophomore pitcher/outfielder) 7-3 record, .328 BA

Rose Tejada (sophomore catcher) - .400 BA,
1HR, 12 RBI

Ally Stamatiades (freshman infielder/pitcher)
-.354 BA, 1HR, 13 RBI

CUNYAC Second Team
Nicole Errico (junior first basemen) - .333
BA, seven RBI

http://www.baruch.cuny.edu/athletics

5/4 - Bearcats Finish Season By Winning Three

Sports Editor

Jennifer Manicad Named
Interim Women's Volleyball Coach

New Interim Woman’s Volleyball Coach for
Baruch: Jennifer Manicad. (Photo/ Baruch
Sports Infomation)

*All the information in “Baruch Sport s
Briefs” is provided by Baruch Sport s
Information and the Baruch College
Intercollegiate Athletics website.

MEN’S BASEBALL
(5-17 Overall, 1-11 CUNYAC)

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL

BARUCH COLLEGE, NY (May 3, 2004) The Baruch College Athletic Department
today named Jennifer Manicad the interim
women's volleyball coach for the 2004 fall
season. She will replace Krishna Dass.
Krishna will begin her studies for a Master's in
Sports Management this Fall at Brooklyn
College.
“I am very excited about receiving the
opportunity from Baruch to coach their
women's team for the upcoming 2004 season,”
said Manicad. “I am eager to build on the success and foundation that Krishna has started.”
“I am happy that Jennifer will be able to take
over the team for the upcoming fall season,”
said Dass, who also serves as Baruch's
Director of Fitness and Compliance. “It is
important our girls have someone familiar on

of Last Four with Last Win Against SUNYPurchase
Baruch recorded a season-high 16-hits to
defeat SUNY-Purchase in the final game of the
2004 regular season.
The Bearcats led the entire game and opened
up a 7-0 lead in the early innings.
The win was again another terrific effort from
a variety of players as CF J.T. Quadrino (3-for4, double, five runs), SS Ray Mowatt (three
hits), 2B Alberto Nieves (three hits, two RBI),
LF Arby Gega (3-for-4, home run, double), and
3B Paul Alfano (two hits, two runs) all played a
big factor offensively.
Pitcher Tristan Cetto struck out two batters and
got another to pop out to get out of a bases
loaded jam with no outs in the bottom of the
ninth inning.
Han Chai pitched four innings of middle relief.
Baruch ends their 2004 season with a 5-17
record overall and 1-11 mark in the CUNYAC.

the sidelines, while I begin the arduous
process of earning my master's degree.”
Jennifer is no stranger to Baruch and the
City University of New York Athletic
Conference women's volleyball scene.
She was an assistant coach during the past
two years under Dass. In addition, she competed for four years with Hunter College
(1998-2001).
She also played for two years for a club team
called “Lady Warriors,” that competed
throughout the East Coast as part of a Junior
Olympics League.
Jennifer is a 1998 graduate of Francis Lewis
High School in Queens, New York. She will
graduate this month from Hunter College with
a Degree in Physical Education.

Compiled By: PHILLIP GONG

Correction
The following error appeared in the May 3,
2004 issue of The Ticker:
In the article “Athlete Profile of the We e k :
Kathy Maher (Part II),” the sports category
above the headline was improperly titled
“MENS BASEBALL.” Instead, it should have
been “WOMENS SOFTBALL.”

Attention All Baruch
Athletes:
Be Featured In: “Athlete
Profile of The Week”
To Set Up an Interview,
Contact Sports Editor at:
icemanpg1701@migente.com

